CIVL 2014 PLENARY
FINAL PROPOSALS HG
1. Proposal for risk assessment workflow and reporting
We propose to introduce a pre-defined risk assessment workflow, with evaluation forms and
reporting into S7, for use by the organizer and safety committee at competitions.
Aim:
The goal of the workflow is to increase risk awareness, utilize a standardized risk assessment to
increase the safety for pilots by improving the decision process for the safety committee and
safety director, and add feedback and transparency to further improve the safety work during a
competition and for future events.
Proposed workflow to be introduced as new rule in S7A
See Annex XX (To be filled in when S7 is revised) for related forms, examples, and
explanations.
Risk assessment workflow, repeated for every task;
- Safety committee and safety director get the planned task for the day, along with official
forecast and current meteo data.
- The meteo data is plotted into the risk assessment form, along with the safety committee and
safety director's view of the task risk factors in the form.
- In case of disagreement the majority vote wins, all committee members have one vote each,
safety director has one vote.
- If the results are level 3 on one or more of the first 5 weather conditions, safety committee
should ask for postponement of the task/new task, or cancellation if no improvement is
expected.
- If the results are level 3 on one or more of the task conditions, safety committee should ask
the task committee to remake the task so that risks can be reduced.
- In case of any level 2 risks, the number of level 2 risk factors should never be higher than 3,
and whenever possible the task must be changed to reduce the active level 2 risks down to
level 1.
- The completed task risk assessment from the safety committee MUST be posted on the
taskboard every day, and be part of the task briefing every day, where any level 2 risks are
described in detail.
- Pilots MUST give feedback each day with the tracklog, this feedback is to be collected by
scorer, anonymized, and summarized to be posted along with the scores and pre-task risk
assessment each day. Pilots who do not give feedback will not be scored until the feedback is
given.
- Next day the safety committee and safety director evaluate the results and feedback from
pilots to see if they missed something, or something can be improved.
The risk assessment results and feedback are also to be reported back to CIVL along with the
steward report.

2. Proposal for changed helmet rule
Aim:

Allow pilots access to the most current technology, best selection and value in helmets by
including standards that are broadly equivalent. Recent research has shown that a significant
proportion of the brain damage from impacts is from rotational forces, from which currently
allowed helmets offer no protection. Technologies such as M.I.P.S. are available today in snow
sports helmets.
To offer the certified level of protection, helmets must be replaced regularly. The availability of
lower cost helmets in a greater selection of sizes and models will encourage pilots do this.
Having a helmet that fits well and securely is critical. Expanding the selection of helmets
available will make that possible for many more pilots.
HG S7
Instead of:
All pilots competing in 1st Category events must wear a helmet certified to EN966 (HPG) at all
times whilst flying.
New text:
All pilots competing in 1st Category events must wear a helmet certified to either EN966 (HPG),
EN1077-A and –B (Snow Sports), ASTM 2040 (Snow Sports) or SNELL rs98 (Snow Sports) at
all times while flying.

3. Proposal for change to airspace rule
Existing rule:
2.29.2 Controlled Airspace
The organisers shall specify in the local regulations or at briefing, controlled airspace or other
areas where flight by competing gliders is prohibited or restricted. Such areas shall be precisely
marked on published maps.
The penalty for violation of published airspace restrictions shall be a warning for the first
infringement of less than
100m by a pilot. For infringements greater than this or for subsequent infringements the pilot
shall score zero for the day. For infringements of airspace boundaries that have been specified
in the Local Regulations or during the task briefing the penalty shall be specified in the Local
Regulations.
Replace with:
The organisers shall specify in the local regulations or at briefing, controlled airspace or other
areas where flight by competing gliders is prohibited or restricted. Such areas shall be precisely
marked on published maps and provided as openair.txt format files for display on instruments
and scoring check. The organizer may establish prohibited airspace that may differ from official
airspace as needed, and this airspace created for the competition shall be treated as official
airspace with the same penalites.
Pilots whose recorded track comes closer than 100m vertically or horizontally to prohibited
airspace shall be listed in the scores for each task without penalty.
Where the pilots track log is recorded more than 30m inside prohibited airspace, vertically or
horizontally,the pilot shall score zero for the day.
The entire flight from launch to landing will be considered for such violations irrespective of task
being active or stopped, the course started or finished.
Explanation of philosophy :
The purpose of listing pilots close to airspace is to leave no uncertainty that the flights are being
checked for these violations, and pilots close to airspace are made aware that they must
concentrate on their navigation, hopefully before they commit an offence. 30m is a margin for
measurement error, so that there can be no doubt that the glider has passed the boundary and
an offence has been committed. The previous margin of 100m allowed pilots to gain a one time
advantage, with no margin for measurement error allowed on a second offence. This new rule
allows no proven airspace offence to occur without a penalty.

Openair.txt files are readily available for most relevant airspace, this is what is used for
sailplane competitions. They simple to understand and create from coordinate information.
The last line removes any ambiguity about track logs before the race start, after the race finish
and after a task has been stopped.

4. Proposal for change to stopped task rule
We propose to adapt the current PG rule and altitude bonus for stopped task in HG, with the
exeptions of a 5:1 ratio for height and no stopped task rule for interval start.
Aim :
To make it fairer to pilots whenever a task is stopped, thus making it easier for the safety
director to stop a task.
Existing rule:
5.4.8 Scoring of Stopped Task
A task which is stopped shall be scored if a minimum of one and a half hours have elapsed
since the time the first valid start was taken by a competing pilot, or at least one pilot who has
taken a valid start has achieved goal. In the Women’s World Championship the minimum time
for a task to be scored is one hour. Pilots will be scored up to the point in time when the task
was stopped, less a specified "score back" time; this "score back" time is to be equal to the time
between start gates or a minimum of 15 minutes in the case of single start gate task. This will
be applied to all pilots, whether in goal or en route to goal but this will not cause a task not to be
scored if a pilot has landed in goal before the task was stopped.
Proposed new rule:
5.4.8 Scoring of Stopped Task
A task which is stopped shall be scored if a minimum of one and a half hours have elapsed
since the time the first valid start was taken by a competing pilot, or at least one pilot who has
taken a valid start has achieved goal. In the Women’s World Championship the minimum time
for a task to be scored is one hour. Pilots will be scored up to the point in time when the task
was stopped, less a specified "score back" time; this "score back" time is to be equal to the time
between start gates or a minimum of 15 minutes in the case of single start gate task. This will
be applied to all pilots, whether in goal or en route to goal but this will not cause a task not to be
scored if a pilot has landed in goal before the task was stopped.
Pilots will get additional distance to the GPS position of five times their altitude above goal
height at stop time.

5. Proposal for defending champion
World or Continental allowed to defend title in Cat1 event if not selected by the NAC.

